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ABSTRACT A iTVicw ol llie tlicoiics of nclivc nilvopoti is IT>:|ieiiiiu'n(s bv the
flulliors In stud}- the emission nnd nlisorplion speelniin cif the afterglow in Die Pdinniann 
region with one nu-lre nonnnl iueidence '^^ leuulu spectrograjih are deserihed. Speeti'-scopic 
evidence which is produced, jsagoiiist the aloinie hypothesis nnd supports the nioltfcnjnr ' nature 
of the phenomenon.
Tlie plieiioinenon of afterglow of uitrogen wa.s discovered by IC. P. Lewis 
(lyoo) by ])assjiig condensed electric discharges in lubes Ihrongli w'hich nilrogen 
was flowing. He observed that the gas conlimted to glow with a yellow colour 
as it came out of the region of discharge. The himiuosity, however, steadily 
diminished until it entirely disappeared. The nitrogen in this form is capable 
of reacting with several substances very easily ami vigorously tind has, therefore, 
been given the name of active modification of nitrogen by Lord Rayleigh (1904) 
who has done a great deal of exitcrimcntal worl< to elucidate its nature.
At one time Lord Raylcigli believed that the constitution of active nitrogen 
was similar to that of o/.one. I'iidcr the action of the discharge some of the Ng  
molecules decompose into atoms and combine with molecnles to give what , may 
he called tri-nitrogen fN;;), according to the equation
N2 + N i = N 3
and fuithcr that combines with N i to form 2N 2,
N a + N i =  2N2
and in doing so radiates light.
A s the change of volume experimentally oKserved in the process of conversion 
is, however, quite different from that exirected on this basis, and further the 
more recent nieasureinciits of Wrede on pressure changes also do not support it, 
the hypothesis so far has not found any favour.
Saha and vSur (1924) then put forward a new hypothe.sis. According to 
them the Lyman-Birge-Hoplield bands lying in the vaciuun region arise from a 
level which is melastable and the energy content of the molecule in this slate 
was considered to be of the order of .S volts or so. Saba and Sur .suggested that*
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the excited iiiolecule parts with its energy by a collision of the second type with 
.another molecule which when il returns to the norma] state gives rise to the 
phenomenon of afterglow- At the time when this suggestion was made, 
knowledge of the molecular si>ectrmn of nitrogen was very rneagte and therefore 
in the light of the analysis of the band spectrum of nitrogen which he carried 
out, Wirge (ii.)2/\] modified this hypothesis, and to the extent that an energy- 
content of 11 volts was assigned to the melastable state. He also suggest 
that the function of impurities which are lound to l>e necessary for the production 
of xictive nitrogun, is to absoil.) the free electrons, which would otherwise permit 
an easy and dircet passage to the normal state.
From an analogy willi active hydrogen which is known to be atomic 
hydrogen, u handy explanation suggesis itself that active nitrogen is also atomic 
in nature. Indeed, Lewis had suggested that chemical and luminescence 
phenomena aie due to the energy set free by tlie recombination of two atoms, 
'riiis would mean that the molecule formed by the recombination of two atoms 
possesses the energy of dissociation in the form of the energy of excitation.
For ol)vions reasons v^ ilh our present-day knowledge of molecules such an 
idea without further modification would not be tenable. Siioiier there-
ioie, tried to explain away the difficulties by introducing the hypothe.sis that the 
discharge dissociates the molecule into tv^ o atoms, and when two of such atoms 
recombine in the [)iesence of a thiid jiarticle, phenomena associated with the 
active stage occur. The extraordinarily long life of the afterglow is thus due 
to the rare occurrence of such collisions. The third partner in such collisions may 
be a normal nitrogen molecule of any other foreign molecule or atom whiclf takes 
up the dissociation energy which is liberated and given out eventually as radiation. 
The strongest bands in active nitrogen have theii upper stales corresponding to
IT, of the B( ’H) of N2 and are situated in the visible region giving rise 
to the golden yellow colour of the afterglow. According to S[)cner, therefore, 
the energy of excitation of these bands corresponds to the. heal of dissociation 
of Na.
'idle three body collision hypothesis did not come in direct contradiction 
with any expeiiniental facts. Indeed, it is snpi)oited by the decay curves which 
indicate that the decay of the afterglow is either a biiiiolecular or a trimolecular 
reaction. But as further spcctro.scopic data became available, the value ii .6  volts 
assigned by Sponer for the dissociation of molecule in two atoms in states, 
was found to be too high.
These circumstances led Carlo and Kaplan (1029) to develop a new hypothesis, 
which was really a modification and conihinatioii of the previous views, for it 
required the presence of mctastable atoms and metastable molecules as well as a 
three body collision. According to this hypothesis, atomic nitrogen is formed 
by the discharge. As two such atoms combine in a three body collision with a 
molecule of nitrogen, dissociation energy amounting to 9.5 volts is liberated and 
this is sufficient either to lake the molecule to the nietastahlc state (which requires 
only 8 volts) or to excite any other atom (the third body) taking part in the
collision, but is not sufficieiiit to excite the afterglow., The necessary equation 
is as follows:
N2 + N i + N i =--N.2 + N 'b
N'a indicates the nitrogen molecule in the iiictastable state When two
such excited molecules N'a collide together, an energy of i6 volts goes towards the 
dissociation of one of the two molecules and is used uj) in changing the two atoms 
from a normal state to a metastable state. Thus
N'2 + N'a =  Na + N 'i+ N 'i
N 'l and N \  indicate two uietastalde atoms. The total euegy of itS volts is more 
than suflicieiit to dissociate a inokcule wliich rc(iuires only Q.5 volts. The 
rest 6.5 volts is divided betuceii the two atoms, each one being loaded with an 
amount of energy nearly volts. Coiii|)ton and Iloyce have shown from 
spectroscopic investigations that for the nitrogen atom, the two metastable 
states (“D and “lb have the energy-values of e.37 and ,5.50 \olts re.spectively.
According to Cario and Kai>laii (igeo) the afterglow is given out when 
a metastable molei'ule collide.s with a metastable atom of either type. Thus
N/iibS) + NTb3.5b) j .56)
N / i ; ( s )  I N “DU>.37) =  N / i L l i J i o . 3 7 ) .
These are excited levels involved in the production of the afterglow correspond­
ing to 11.56 and 10.37 volts, giving ri.se to certain bands of the hist positive 
system selectively intensified.
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In the light of further w’ork on the analysis of the molecular spectrum 
of N* dud also on the basis of the work done by Okubo and Haniada {1933a) on
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lh(2 cxcilati(jii of s]>uclruiii by aclivc nitrogen it becomes at once apparent that 
this liypotlicsis needs niodificatiuu. According to the oiigiiial theory of Cario 
llic values of energies available in active nitrogen were S.o 10.37
and u  56 (Bii-'dl), The lines observed by Okubo and Ilamada have an excita­
tion potential of 0.3 volts or less.
The discovery of Vegard-Kaplan (1930) bands (Fig. j ) also pul the question 
of energy values in doubt. Vegard observed bands in solid nitrogen 
Avhicli he later also a.ssociated with ceitaiii bands in the spectrum of Aurora 
Borealis. Kaplaii (i03(>) by designing a special discharge tube showed that 
they could be obsei ved in N- gas and after W(uking out the vibration analysis 
proved conclusively that the lowi- i slate of this system eoiresponds to the normal 
state of the moleeule- 'I'he value lor A'^ i^  thus conius out as volts. In the 
light of these woiks, ll'ie energy values of and B'Ml are JiKxlilied to 0. and 
7.34 volts respectively.
As a result ui series of exi)erimeuts carried out in oxygen-nitiogen mixtures 
excited by rapidly interrupted weak disdjaiges Kaplan lias obtained an after­
glow which has been culled by him Auroral afteigUwv to differentiate it from 
tile usual I/ewivS-Uayleigh phenonieiiun- It gives the amoral green line due to 
oxygen A5577 (kS^  Accoiding to Kajilan the inetaslable nitrogen mole­
cules in A ‘^ i( state are ineseiit only in the Auroral glow and nut in the Few is- 
Rayleigh glow. WJien the pressure is liigli the Auroral glow’ gives out in 
addition the forbidden lines of nitrogen conesponding to kS a n d k S  
transitions, proving the existence of nietastabie nitiogen atoms in the afterglow . 
The nietastabie nitrogen atoms are not produced directly but are supposed to be 
produced by the dissociation of the molecules.
Kaplan and Rubens (rc>:ia) have studied the behaviour of the Auroral glow 
w itli time and have observed that the intensity of the forbidden line A 3467 
(^P—\S) increases with lime in the early phase of the afterglow . To explain 
this, they have postulated the existence of some niolecuies whose number in­
creases with the time elai)sed and their rapid predissuciation causes the appearance 
of tlie forbidden lines. These teiiqioral cflocts have also been observed in iiitro- 
gen-heliimi mixtures and the large intensity of the forbidden line has been 
explained as due to either the prcwxmtion of diffusion of inetaslable nitrogen 
atoms to the walls or the increased j>redissociatiou of molecular nitrogen in 
the presence of helimm
Hebb and Spoiler (1941) have now proposed a modifiication of the old 
triple collision hypothesis, according to which the energy of the afterglow i s . 
stored partly as the energy of divSSociatioii of nitrogen molecule into normal 
atoixb and i>aiily as the exciUtion cncrg> of inelastable 1^) atoms. A atom 
lecombines with a normal atom in the pre.sence of a third body directly into 
B ‘M.J stale wliich is Uie upper state of the afterglow bands.
hkom the review* of the present theories of active nitrogen which has been 
given above, it would appear that the view, that atoms of nitrogen in some state 
are present in active nitrogen, is generally finding favour. This hypothesis,
however, up to this timj  ^ lacks a direct experinioutal coullnnatiou. It may be 
iiienliouecl that Cario (193^) aiul Kaplaxi have died the results of Wrede 
(19-9) and others on the observation of the pressure changes due to the diflusion 
of the products of the discharge, in support of their hypothesis of the presence 
of atoms of nitrogen. But, as has been pointed out by Saha and Mathur 
these experiments only prove the existence of these entities in the region of the 
discharge and it remains an 0[)en question wliether they are also present in active 
nitrogen in the side tube- Kichlu and Acharya (lojo) did not succeed in 
getting any line of nitrogen at S200 on tlieir plates though such long exi>osure 
W'ere given that even the weakest bands of the first positive grouj) were dearly 
visible up to 8900. The experiments described in the }>resent paper were undei- 
taken to photogiaph the sj>ectruni of the afterglow of nitiogen in the Schumann 
region at about A tjuu A where the resonance lines of atomic nitrogen due to 
the transitions ^s, 3 J  are situated.
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Nitrogen obtained tioin a coinmeicial cylinder is collected in a Jaige glass 
jar inovided vAitli a side lube at the butioin and [placed in a water lumgli. By 
means of a tube [>ul at the top it could be drawn out and i^assed thiougli freshiv 
cut chips of phosphorus cuntaiued in a bottle in order to remove traces of oxygen. 
After passing successively through calcium chloride tower, a phuspliurus 
pentoxide tube and a capillary tube for partial regulation of the stream, the 
nitrogen entered the discharge lube provided with three electrodes (L., lio,
Vr^ , 1 2^ being connected together and earthed. The gas is excited by a condensed
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discharge provided by a ibouo-volt transformer with ca[jacity and s[>aikgap. 
The sp(5cial construction of the discharge lube is shown in Big. 2. Ihe
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end G is sealed on to the one-metre vacuum grating spectrograph of this 
laboratory. The passage between the slit and the lube is closed with a fluorite 
plate. The observation lube, about jo  nns. long, is collimated with respect to the 
spectrograph and is put in such a way that no light of the discharge enters the 
s.il. The gas is drawn out by an oil pump which sends the gas back to the reser­
voir. A number of stop-cocks are pul in the circuit for adjustment of i)ressure, 
etc. 'I’hc arrangement is perfectly automatic and needs looking after only 
occasionally. Pixposure is started aftei the gas has attained the characteristic 
yellow colom- of active nitrogen as observed by the first positive group. The 
vacuum spectrograph has a disiiersioii of about 1 7.5 A per millimetre in the first 
order and is adjusted to take spectrum betw'eeii looA and JoouA in one exposure. 
In the piesent case the fluorite jilate leslricted the short wave-length limit to about 
i 25uA. 'I'lie Schumann plates used were prepared in this laboratoiy.
Several photographs of the sjiectrum of active nitrogen with varying lengths 
in one ca.se extending to 5J hours of exposure were taken. In none of these 
plates was there even the slightest trace of the lines of atomic nitrogen. The 
experiment of course cannot be advanced as an argument against the hypothesis 
Carlo and Kaplan according to which the atoms of nitrogen may exist in melas- 
lalrle state and*P of 2/c' conliguiation and may not exist in any of the stales 
belonging to the configuration But it does show that the analogy of the
parallel properties of active liydrogen and active nitrogen caniiol be stretched loo 
far, inasmuch as active hydrogen show's Halmer lines strongly and would, if the 
experiment were tried, also show the Lyman series.
.'V crucial test should be to observe the absorption spectrum of active nitrogen 
in the Schumann region where the resonance lines of atomic nitrogen arc situated. 
According to Carlo and Kaplan’s theory, active nitrogen is composed of atoms 
ill the states (*l), ‘"^ P) and the absorption experiment should show the follow­
ing multiplcts in reversal ;
*1', ., 3lJ.s^  ^ ''l’, ,. -■I) 177m1 f
i
Ti 98013 J4c;a.O 1 naj.1.7 1243 -!
U p
T  S8537 >745-3 1411,9
The apparatus employed to test this point was essentially the same as described 
before. The phosphorus bottle«iwas, however, dispensed with and in addition 
more effective drying arrangements were used. For continuous spectrum the 
radiatious from a hydrogen discharge tube taking 90 ina. at 1500 volts was used. 
This tube was sealed end-on to the tube through which the afterglow w'as stream­
ing, and to avoid the mixiug up of the two gases a fluorite window was provided. 
.\ fluorite window was also sealed ou to the slit of the spectrograph. The length
of the afterglow, through which the radiations from the hydrogen tube passed and 
fell on the *slil of the one-metre vacuum grating spectrograph, was about 14 cins. 
The glow was very bright and was steadily maintained at a i»rcssure of about 
7 mm, The electrodes of the discharge tube ncai the spectrograph were care­
fully earthed, so that the afterglow streamed through a field-free space. The 
active nitrogen was formed by a condensed discharge from a 20,000 volts trans­
former taking about 300 watts, ^'he Schumann plates used were i>rei)arc‘d in tlic 
laboratory and an exposure of live horns was foiuid to he enough.
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Plate I shows two of the spectrogtams taken, “ a*' shows the diseliargo 
i d n n e f i o m  the hydrogen without any active nitrogen. This [^articular s|»ectro-
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gram was taken witli an exposure of 3 liours. The continuous si)ectnnn goes 
right upto the beginning of the Lyman Hg hands starting at 167,4 can still 
he observed at i55oA. It is ijerfectiy free from any emission lines, Spectro* 
grain “  b ”  is that of the light after passing through the afterglow. The usual y- 
aud fi-bands of NO and the fourth positive hands of Cf> observed by Knauss (igaS) 
are clearly visible in emission but there is absolutely no trace of any absorption of 
nitrogen Hues and we are definitely of the opinion that an increase of the length 
of the absoibiiig column would not bring out the looked for absorption lines, as in 
the present expciiment the whole of the region of the strongest intensity in the 
afterglow was being utilized for absorption.
Attention may be drawn to the jnesence of the .4th positive bands of CO on 
oui plates. No C () was introduced in the tube containing active nitiogen, as was 
done by Knauss. 'I'bc.se bands must, therefore, be attributed to the combination 
of the traces of oxygen jiresent as impurity with the carbon from greases, etc.
'I'he list given above coniiirises of most of the bauds of the fourth positive 
group of CO observed by Knauss and in addition gives a large number of bauds 
not recorded by him. Knauss mentions that he experienced great difficulty in 
photographing these hands and as the intensity was very low the slit had to he 
kept very wide. In our experiments the bands come out easily and with short 
exposures. The accuracy of measurements for most of the bands is witliiu lA . 
'I'he couclusiou of Knau.ss llial only those hands of CO are develo]ied in th.e 
afterglow whose initial vihraliou slates run from t to 6, is confirmed by observa­
tion on much larger muiiber of bauds lecorded in the present work, 'fliis fixes 
up the excitation energy hetweeu S.o and 0.0 volts. •
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'I'he ahseiu'e of absorption lines of nitrogen in the '^ D and ”1’ states does not 
supi)oi'l the theory of Carlo and Kat>lan mentioned l>efore, nor the more recent 
speculation of Hehb and ,Sponer (1041). This rtsult, however, appears to support 
the vievviioiut of vSaha and Mathur that the atoms occur only in the region of 
the discharge and the two excited atoms of nitrogen form an extremely stable 
stale of the molecule which produces the L. R. afterglow on collision with 
neutral molecule. 'I'his view is essentially the same as proposed by Debeau, 
(ju.12) a short while ago, in consequence of some experiments on pressure changes 
in the afterglow.
In this experiment, electrodeless discharge in a bulb containing nitrogen at 
.3 m.m. pressure, produced active nitrogen in anothei connected bulb, aud at 
the same time incrca.sed the pressure of the system to almost double its value 
before passing the discharge, fha cooling a small portion of the active nitrogen 
bulb by liquid air, the intensity of the'afterglow' increased near the cooled portion 
aud within thirty seconds completely disappeared from the entire bnlb. 'Hie 
pressure of the system, however, was reduced to its value before the discharge. 
On removing the liquid air, the pressure regained its double vahie and the glow
vN A N D « K A L I  A  &  M E L A  R A M P L A T E  I
4th Pos. 
CO bands
ooor\l
7 5 bands of NO
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reappeared first at the c(X)lecl portion and siil)seqiiciitly fdlijig the bulb. The 
large pressure changes have been ascribed to the complete dissociation of nitrogen 
molecules. The products of dissociation consist of atoms ill the normal state 
possessing energy equal to 7.35 volts and the excited mctastable atoms in the 
state. The recombination of these atoms forms a collision complex loaded 
with 9.8 volts energy. This complex on colliding with neutral nitrogen mole­
cules raises them to certain levels of B 'HI state, which give rise to the afterglow. 
To explain the effects of liquid air he assumes that the life of these complex 
molecules increases with decrease of temperature, a corresponding decrease 
occurs in the number of atoms and causes the large reduction of pressure 
observed. The increased concentration of (NN) complex at the cooled surface 
is responsible for the increased intensity of the glow, which soon disappears 
due to the scarcity of more atoms to foriii the ctjliisioii complex. The reverse 
process occurs on removing the liquid air-
This interesting experimenl of the freezing out of the active component 
of the afterglow sLij^ports the recent hypothesis of vSaha and Mathur (1936). The 
(NN) complex of Debeau is really identical willi the proposed “ some stable stale 
of molecule loaded with an energy content of g.8 volts*' of Saha and Mathur. 
This “ extremely stable molecule" or the (NN) collision complex loaded with 
about 10 volts energy, having a long life lime, persisPs in the afterglow space, 
collides with neutral nitrogen molecules giving rise to the active nitrogen 
phenomenon. In our experiments with the Lewis-Rayleigh glow the excitation 
of a large number of C(3 bands of the fourth positive group, and y and 8 bands 
of NO, clearly showed the activity of the afterglow. But the non-appearance 
of any eaiission or absorption lines of atomic nitrogen, in our j>Iates definitely 
proves the absence of *D, atoms in the afterglow. In view of tliis spectrosco­
pic evidence against the atomic hypothesis, we conclude that the afterglow 
phenomenon of Lewis-Rayleigh is primarily due to the activity of some unknown 
molecular slate of nitrogen. This would also appear to be supported by the 
experiments of Kneser recently ccuifirmed by Lord Rayleigh (1940b) that a definite 
increase in the luminosity of this afterglow is obtained Ijy the introduction of 
neutral nitrogen molecules.
It may be that under the conditions for the excitation of forbidden lines 
in the Auroral glow o£ Kaplan this particular molecular stale predissociates to 
form the required excited atoms. But of course no evidence for or against such 
a supposition is provided by the present experiments. That atoms are present 
in the region of the discharge does not lead us very far, because they must be 
present even without the formation of active nitrogen, The chief problem, 
therefore, from the point of view of the phenomenon of active nitrogen is the 
identification of the stable molecular stale of Saha and Mathur or the molecular 
complex of Debeau.
The authors are very thankful to Dr. P. K . Kichlu for his helpful discussions 
and advice which was always freely available during the course of these expeii-
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